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Introduction
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Accounts receivable management is all about getting paid on time. 
Sounds simple, right? 

The fact is, accounts receivable management is both complex and 
critical. To get it right, a business needs a disciplined process to 
track and collect the money it’s owed. 

Process alone isn’t enough. Customer care matters, too. Businesses 
that are great at getting paid on time understand that their 
customers’ payables experience needs to be convenient, seamless, 
even pleasant. Parting with money is hard!

In ezyCollect’s The Little Book of AR, we take a look at the common 
pain points in accounts receivable management and how financial 
controllers and credit managers can overcome them.

After all, you’re not in business to be a bank to your customers or 
waste time chasing payments. You deserve to be paid on time.  
Let’s make that happen.
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A 10-step plan to 
detox your Days 
Sales Outstanding
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If outstanding invoices have been suffocating your cash flow, it’s 
time for a debt detox. Detox debt if your business is suffering from 
any of the following symptoms:

• Days Sales Outstanding is growing—your business takes too long 
to collect its accounts receivable.

• Your staff spend too much time chasing unpaid invoices.
• Your customer relationships are strained by late payment 

problems.
• You write-off too many bad debts. 

Dealing with a large volume of overdue invoices can seem 
overwhelming, but a deep cleanse of your accounts receivable isn’t 
as hard as you may think. Here are 10 steps you can start today:

1. Admit you have a problem 
Typically, a business will allocate its cash flow problems 
to sales, inventory, pricing, competitors, the economy (or 
anything else) before it admits the real issue lies in credit 
control. However, collecting invoices faster injects necessary 
working capital back into the business. Increasing sales is 
great, but until you get paid, nothing improves. 

2. Flush out your biggest debtors 
Map your accounts receivable so you get a clear picture of 
the percentage of invoices that are overdue, by how long, and 
how much is owing to your business. Your accountant can do 
this for you, or ezyCollect can do this in seconds. You should 
be able to quickly pinpoint your largest and longest overdue 
accounts. That’s your starting point. 

3. Appoint a debt collection agency 
While you may think of this as an endpoint in debt collection, 
if your outstanding accounts are overwhelming you, start 
by sending your largest and longest overdue debts to a debt 
collection agency. Let the experts deal efficiently with the 
stubborn debts that will give you the largest returns when a 
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collection is made. (In ezyCollect, you can click to appoint an 
agency and send them the history of your internal collection 
efforts.) 

4. Set accounts receivable goals 
Your accountant or financial controller can do some modelling 
on basic data like your Days Sales Outstanding and Accounts 
Receivable Turnover Ratio. What’s the impact on cash flow 
if these improve?  Set some measurable goals and share 
these with your team. For example, a goal may be to halve the 
number of overdue accounts within 40 days.  

5. Update your customers’ details 
Chasing a payment is almost impossible if you don’t know how 
to contact your customers or who to speak with. (Your sales 
team may have the most current information.) While you’re 
updating your records, note down the last known action taken 
to chase payment (e.g. phone call to Managing Director with 
promise to pay by end of week). An up-to-date database is the 
best foundation for strict credit control. 

6. Refresh your credit policy 
Your credit policy should support your aims of (1) getting paid 
promptly and (2) maintaining a great relationship with your 
customers.Update your policy to include all your new payment 
methods (e.g. online payments.) Your policy should also 
outline the process you follow when customers are late to pay. 

7. Send a bulk email to overdue credit customers 
Reach out to your  customers to explain updates to your 
credit policy and any follow-up action they should expect in 
the coming weeks. For example: ‘Sam from accounts will be 
in touch to discuss your payment plan.’ Emails like this serve 
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A sample automated communications plan from ezyCollect

as reminders and often prompt action from overdue customers. 
(Sending a bulk email from ezyCollect is a simple action.) 

8. Enact a predetermined communications plan 
You should have a personalised communications plan for every 
customer to support them through the invoice-to-payment 
process. Choose the channels you will use for reminders (e.g. 
email, SMS, phone) and document the escalating plan of action 
should invoices becomes overdue. What communication will 
your customer receive on Day 1, Day 6, Day 10? 

9. Install an online payment gateway 
When your invoices and reminders include a ‘Pay Now’ button, 
you give your customers an immediate opportunity to complete 
their payment online. This is one very simple and effective 
strategy that removes the friction of transferring money to you, 
and also gives your customer a convenient payment experience.  
 
ezyCollect users can install a payment gateway quickly using 
one of our preferred partners. 

Invoice due soon

Due Date

First follow-up

Second follow-up

Third follow-up

Fourth follow-up

Fifth follow-up

Sixth follow-up

Demand Letter

Debt collection

Pre reminder email Email reminder

SMS reminder

Phone reminder

Mail reminder

Email reminder

Phone call reminder
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10. Tighten your controls on credit customers 
You’ve put the time and effort in to clean up your overdue 
debts, now don’t let them get out of control again! Risk 
management strategies such as getting credit reports before 
offering trade terms to new customers, and monitoring your 
customers’ credit activities are long-term investments in 
protecting your cash flow—and peace of mind.
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Avoid these 
15 common 
mistakes when 
sending invoice 
reminders
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Invoice reminders are an incredibly important tool to facilitate 
customer payments. In fact, customers rely on them. Some will 
even expect them. Here we highlight the most common mistakes 
that businesses make when sending invoice reminders—and how to 
avoid them.

Businesses sometimes hesitate to send invoice reminders believing 
that their clients will get annoyed. But that’s a myth. Overwhelmingly, 
ezyCollect users say that their late paying clients actually appreciate 
the reminder. As one of our customers reported back: “Once a first 
reminder goes out, I get a flurry of payments and customers ringing 
up to say: ‘I thought I’d paid but I’ve made a mistake. Thanks for the 
reminder’.”

Your payment reminders can actually solve your customer’s 
problem of how to remember when their bills are due. Solving your 
customer’s problem is always a great thing for your business to do.

When your payment doesn’t arrive as promised, a knee-jerk 
reaction is to hit the keyboard in haste and fire off an impulsively 
written email. If the tone is inflammatory, this can really hurt  your 
relationship with a customer, especially if they have every intention 
of paying, and are running unusually late.

Have pre-written invoice reminder templates that are considered, 
polite and in the tone of your business. Then, when you need to send 
a reminder, just personalise it and populate it with all the relevant 
informationn your customer needs to understand and pay their debt.

You have the right to take legal action to collect a debt, but the 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) advises 
creditors to ‘not threaten action that you are not legally permitted 
to take, do not have instructions or authority to take, or have 
no intention to take. You must also not misrepresent your legal 
entitlement to seize goods.’ (ACCC, Debt collection guidelines for 
debt collectors and creditors, 2016).  

Mistake #1 Not sending invoice reminders at all

Mistake #2 Writing invoice reminders in anger or haste

Mistake #3 Misrepresenting legal action
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Plan the legal action your business is prepared to take in the event 
of a debt turning bad, so if you are faced with that situation, you 
have assessed your options and can continue to communicate 
diligently and honestly with your debtor.

It’s not reasonable or fair to introduce penalties for late payments in 
retrospect. In other words, your credit terms and conditions of sale 
(including late payment penalties) should be agreed with customers 
at the time of the sale. Your contractual terms and conditions (such 
as interest charged on overdue accounts) should be printed on your 
invoices. 

You’ve sent one reminder and sit back, waiting for the money to roll 
in. Unfortunately, one reminder is often not enough. At ezyCollect, 
we find that three reminders is the most common sequence before 
the majority of invoices are paid.

We know that one reminder might not be enough, but at the same 
time, we don’t want to bombard customers. Customers can get 
confused and irritated when you keep sending invoice reminders 
without giving them time to respond. Once you have sent a 
reminder, give your debtor reasonable time to reply and/or organise 
any payment arrangements you have suggested.

Another way creditors bombard their debtors is by sending 
reminders for every overdue invoice. Again, this can quickly become 
very confusing for your customer (and your own staff).  You’re 
better off  communicating about total amounts overdue as they 
accumulate.

Mistake #4 Introducing penalties without agreement

Mistake #5 Relying on one reminder

Mistake #6 Bombarding customers unnecessarily
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While it can seem obvious to go after the high-value overdue 
invoices—and getting that cash back into your business will make 
a big difference—the hundreds of small-value invoices owing to 
your business can quickly mount up. Soon, you’ll have a long list of 
customers who went under the radar and may potentially default 
on their payments. Writing off these customers as bad debts, and 
trying to replace them with new customers are all added costs to 
your business.
 
Your aim should be to reach every overdue debtor with a sequence 
of invoice reminders.

We find that this is the number one excuse that debtors give for 
non-payment: “I don’t have your invoice / I never received your 
invoice.” When you attach a copy of the invoice to every reminder, 
you immediately nullify that excuse and avoid unnecessary delays in 
re-issuing the invoice.

A common cause of late payments is disputes over the quantity 
and quality of goods or services provided (ASBFEO, Payments times 
and practices inquiry, April 2017).  You may even have a clause in 
your contracts which allows the buyer to withhold payment when 
any aspect of supply is in dispute. If your customer disputes your 
invoice, investigate their concerns. Persisting with invoice reminders 
on disputed invoices will not address the root cause of the late 
payment.

Mistake #7 Not reaching every overdue debtor

Mistake #8 Not attaching a copy of the invoice

Mistake #9 Not addressing disputes

ezyCollect consolidates overdue invoices into a statement and communicates 
about total amounts overdue
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You probably have a number of contact details for your customer 
(email, landline, mobile, postal). You are wasting those resources 
if you’re not activating them to reach your overdue customer. Email 
reminders can sometimes be overlooked in crowded inboxes. Add 
SMS alerts and phone calls to your invoice reminder strategy and 
increase your chances of catching your customer’s attention.

You send a reminder to pay, and then your customer still needs 
to dig out their cheque book, write the cheque, and get it into the 
mailbox. In the digital age, this process seems unnecessarily 
drawn out. The vast majority of people now transact online daily, so 
the expectation of being able to make payments online has been 
established. If your customer can’t click and pay from your invoice 
or invoice reminder, expect delays.

Manners never go out of style. Thanking customers for their 
payment is a really simple and effective way to positively reinforce 
their payment behaviour.  If you fail to say “thank you” after they’ve 
responded to your invoice reminder, you’ve missed the opportunity 
to connect with them and then say, “We look forward to your 
business again, soon.” (ezyCollect’s automation can send thank you 
emails for you.)

Mistake #11 Using only one channel to reach customers 

Mistake #12 Not offering online payments

Mistake #13 Not acknowledging payment

You’ll want to exclude disputed invoices from receiving reminders, 
and any invoices where the due date doesn’t reflect your agreement 
with your customer about part payments or customer retention 
payments. Don’t send reminders about invoices that have already 
been paid - it’s an easy mistake to make if you ‘re not up-to-date with 
your reconciliations.

Mistake #10 Sending reminders that shouldn’t be sent
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Businesses don’t give up the chase because they’re not bothered 
about  getting paid;  they give up because they’ve run out of 
resources to chase the debt. They don’t have any more time to send 
invoice reminders, or they’ve sent reminders and don’t know what to 
do next. Their collections simply stall.

Collections don’t need to stall. AR software can send a series of 
automated invoice reminders to debtors. ezyCollect users can go 
further, with one-click access to outsource their collections efforts 
to a debt collection agency. 

Mistake #14 Giving up

Around 1 in 8 small businesses lose a day each week chasing late 
payments (ASBFEO, Payment times and practices inquiry, April 
2017). They are hiring staff for this task. They are spending time 
on manually sending invoice reminders instead of growing their 
business. Apart from lost working capital, business owners are 
losing precious time. A hands-free approach with automation is the 
antidote to the poison of lost time.

Mistake #15 Wasting time
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Accounts 
receivable 
turnover ratio: 
How to interpret 
and improve it
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A quick and easy indicator of how a business is tracking in its 
collection of credit sales is the accounts receivable turnover ratio, 
also known as the AR turnover ratio. The accounts receivable 
turnover ratio is a simple formula an accountant can produce in 
seconds from the accrual accounts. It’s a good measure of future 
cash flow expectations from credit sales. Importantly, changes in 
AR turnover ratio can point towards trouble in cash flow, or on the 
upside, an improvement in collections.

The best thing about the AR turnover ratio is how easy it is to 
calculate. It’s an average figure determined by dividing a company’s 
annual credit sales by the average balance in accounts receivable in 
the same period.

You should interpret the AR turnover ratio within a wider context of 
financial data. Remember, the ratio is an average, taken at a specific 
(maybe one) point in the business cycle. On its own, the ratio won’t 
provide a complete picture and may mask some relevant highs and 
lows in the cycle or some long overdue accounts. Use other data to 
interpret the AR turnover ratio:

Calculating accounts receivable turnover ratio

What’s a ‘good’ or ‘bad’ accounts receivable turnover ratio?

For example, if Company ABC makes $1,000,000 credit sales in a 
year, and has a balance of $125,000 in accounts receivable at the 
end of that year, its AR turnover ratio is 8. (1,000,000 / 125,000). 
Company ABC turns over its accounts receivables eight times per 
year, on average. Using the 365-day accounting year, Company 
ABC’s average collection time on credit sales is 45.6 days (365 / 8).
This calculation of average collection time also arrives at the more 
commonly termed Days Sales Outstanding (DSO) which typically 
uses the 365-day calendar year.

Accounts receivable turnover ratio = Annual credit sales  /  Accounts 
receivable 

DSO = (Accounts receivable / Net credit sales) x 365

While DSO is commonly calculated at year-end (using 365 days), 
DSO can also be calculated using balances at different periods e.g. 
30 days.
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1. Historical accounts receivable turnover ratios in the same 
business (a lower ratio than previous periods means 
collections are taking longer).

2. Industry standard AR turnover ratios (some industries are 
routinely slower to pay than others).

3. Specified credit terms (does the AR turnover ratio indicate that 
customers are kept to terms?) 

4. Number of credit customers (fewer customers than the 
previous year may make collections quicker, but fewer 
customers is generally not the goal of business).

5. Value of credit customers (the ratio can be skewed if there 
are one or two exceptionally large customers with balances 
owing).

6. Annual sales (quicker collection processes might improve the 
ratio, masking a decrease in sales).

7. General economic conditions (if interest rates are higher than 
the previous year, businesses might expect a lower ratio as 
customers hold onto their cash for longer).

Improving the accounts receivable turnover ratio
Increasing the accounts receivable turnover ratio year after year 
indicates a business is improving its collection times. Cash recovery 
is accelerated, and that’s a positive for cash flow. That’s a great 
goal to achieve, but not at the expense of reduced annual sales 
or customers, so an ‘improved’ ratio should be interpreted in the 
context of overall growth.
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• Ensure credit terms and conditions are issued to customers 
based on good risk management practices (for example, get a 
business credit check on new customers to assess the risk of 
late or default payments). 

• Ensure sales and finance teams are enforcing agreed credit 
limits for each customer.

• Find the largest and oldest debtors and invest effort to make a 
cash recovery. (The probability of getting paid reduces as the 
account ages.)

• Improve invoicing processes by using best practice invoice 
templates and issuing invoices immediately after sales. 

• Automate time-intensive payment reminders Consistent and 
polite follow-up works.

• Investigate spikes—look for customer-specific issues. By being 
proactive you can stop a problematic credit customer from 
becoming a bad debt write-off in the future.

• Be prepared to engage debt collection or legal services.

• Review customer satisfaction and address any disputes or 
issues impacting prompt payment.

A few tips to keep the accounts receivable turnover ratio moving up:
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How to calculate 
the collection 
effectiveness 
index (and why 
you should know 
yours)
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An important accounts receivable metric is the Collection 
Effectiveness Index (CEI): the percentage of accounts receivables 
that are collected in a given time period. It compares the amount of 
accounts receivables collected with the amount that was available 
for collection - the closer you are to 100 percent, the better.

You can calculate the CEI for a given period, for example, a month.

Calculating the collection effectiveness index

Measure the CEI for a given period e.g. a monthabout total amounts overdue

The amount collected for a month is the beginning receivables at 
the start of the month, plus the credit sales for the month,  minus 
the amount of ending receivables for the same period.

The amount available for collection in a month is the beginning 
receivables for that month, plus the credit sales for the 
measurement period, minus the amount of ending current 
receivables (i.e. receivables that are not overdue).

The formula for calculating CEI:

CEI = (the amount collected / the amount 
available for collection ) x 100

CEI = x 100

Beginning receivables + credit sales 
- ending receivables

Beginning receivables + credit sales 
- ending current receivables
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The collection effectiveness index is not a measure of time like 
Days Sales Outstanding or accounts receivable turnover ratio. It 
is a measure of the business’ ability to turn invoices into cash. 
Because collections are supported by your staffing, credit terms and 
policies, even your customer relationships, financial controllers use 
the CEI as a barometer of the overall effectiveness of processes 
in accounts receivables, conceivably one of a company’s biggest 
assets.

The closer you are to 100 percent, the better. Like all indicators, 
comparing historical with current data will give you a picture of how 
a business is tracking over time, and also highlights trends.  
 
An increasing CEI can point to an improvement in collections, but it 
could also mean that large invoices were collected (good) but lots 
of low value invoices were uncollected (not so good). High visibility 
of your accounts receivable will help you decipher the detail, so you 
can drill down into where the cash is hiding.

A declining CEI over time is a leading indicator of cash flow 
problems in a business.

In the worked example below, even though sales decline over time, 
cash collected each month is mainly protected due to an increasing 
CEI.

Why measure the collection effectiveness index?

What is a good collection effectiveness index?

Despite falling sales, cash is largely protected due to an increasing CEI
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Align your accounts receivable tools, staff and protocols with the 
accounts receivable goals of your business so each function has 
your collections moving towards 100 percent:

• Credit management policy
 Document the principles and processes your company follows 

to determine a customer’s credit risk and credit limit.Write 
down your tools, resources and responsibilities in credit 
control.  

• Invoicing procedure
 Issue correct invoices immediately after a credit sale to 

prevent delays in payment. Be prepared to respond quickly to 
disputes.

• Debtor database
 Maintain a complete record of debtor contact details, open 

and overdue invoices, and a history of debtor payments and 
communications.

• Overdue invoices
 Enact a systematic workflow for the follow-up of overdue 

invoices. Know in advance which modes of communication 
you will use to consistently and persistently  reach every 
overdue customer. Prepare templates for follow-up emails and 
letters so your  polite reminders are ready to go and you  don’t 
stall in the collections process.

• Use debt collection and legal services
 Be prepared to escalate to specialists who can  help with debt 

recovery. This can be a simple inexpensive exercise like having 
a third party issue a demand letter on your behalf.

• Reports
 Get reports and analytics of ageing receivables to regularly 

view how your business is tracking in its collections activities. 
High visibility of debtors and overdue invoices will help you 
keep a bird’s eye view on your cash flow.

How to improve the collection effectiveness index
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• Collecting money
 Innovate your payments policy by offering online payments, 

accepting credit cards, having incentives for early payments, 
and introducing progress payments.

• Credit hold procedures
 Stop extending credit to serial late payers. Monitor high risk 

customers so you can jump in early to negotiate a collection 
before a bad debt arises.

• Prompt payments culture
 Take control of your accounts receivable with a strict protocol 

for collecting payment. While it seems obvious to focus on the 
large accounts, back your business with  a system to reach 
the hundreds of low-value invoices that are also owing. That’s 
potentially hundreds of credit customers who need to learn 
that you’re serious about being paid.

The pay-off for improving collections is clear: working capital 
improves and cash is available for wages, rent, and growth-related 
activities. While it makes sense to invest in improving accounts 
receivable, the question is: where to invest? Staffing? Record 
keeping? Automation? 

For businesses looking for a one-stop solution to improve 
collections and cash flow and also save labour time, ezyCollect can 
help. Features that support collection effectiveness:

Why improve the collection effectiveness index?

How ezyCollect can improve your CEI

• Automation of  follow-up reminders for all overdue accounts is 
helping businesses get paid three times faster.

• A complete debtor database and history of debtor 
communications.

• Reporting and analysis of overdue debtors and ageing 
invoices.
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• Mapping and tracking for high visibility of debtors and 
amounts owing and overdue.

• Late payment and failure risk scores and credit monitoring 
services.

• Legal and debt collection services.

• Online payments gateway and ‘Pay Now’ buttons on  
statements and reminders.
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How to avoid 
email spam filters: 
5 tips to get your 
reminder emails 
read
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Having your carefully worded collections email flagged as spam is 
not only incredibly frustrating, it also drastically reduces the efficacy 
of your collections process. Put simply, it’s very difficult for your 
customers to pay from an invoice reminder if they don’t receive it in 
the first place (!) Today, sophisticated servers can quickly decide to 
send an email directly to the dreaded spam folder, never to see the 
light of day again. Thankfully, utilising some simple guidelines as 
well as using a reputable email service will ensure your reminder is 
delivered directly to your customer’s inbox.  

When sending receivable reminders, look for a service that is geared 
to sending and receiving high volumes of emails. Just as digital 
marketers and online retailers will select a reputable platform 
to keep in contact with their customers,  accounts receivable 
professionals should also find a cost-effective platform that reliably 
delivers their high volume of emails.

ezyCollect, for example, chooses Amazon Simple Email Service, 
a cloud-based email sending service that commits to achieving 
high deliverability rates (likelihood of an email ending up in the 
inbox). The benefits of going with a specialist platform is the 
rigour behind their solution - content filters verify that outgoing 
emails sent through the platform meet the standards of ISPs. An 
inbuilt feedback loop reports on sending activity measures such 
as accounts bounce, and complaint and reject rates, giving you the 
opportunity to continually improve your sender reputation.

Every email serves a unique purpose. Promotional emails are just 
that - sent from a company to promote their brand, services and 
offers. Transactional emails have a different purpose - they support 
the customer through their journey with you. Emails like welcome 
messages, confirmation of purchase and payment reminders are 
transactional emails.

1. Use a high volume email delivery service

2. Separate your promotional and transactional email sending
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Avoid sending your reminders from the same email address as your 
promotional emails. Gmail suggests “separating mail by purpose as 
much as possible.” Why? Because you don’t want your transactional 
emails with customers ( like payment reminders) to be incorrectly 
classified by email services as bulk promotional email (same 
content sent to a large number of recipients). Promotional email 
has a higher likelihood of inadvertently ending up in the spam folder 
or a subcategory inbox folder. And you don’t want to confuse your 
recipient about the purpose of your email, either.

To avoid the land of the lost, protect the reputation of  your email 
addresses. Send important transactional emails like payment 
reminders from a dedicated address such as  accounts@
yourdomain.com. In the world of email delivery, quality content 
matters. Not only do your  customers expect and deserve it, email 
services scan for quality content before deciding where your email 
ends up.

Use unique email address for transactional versus promotional emails

Customers don’t like to be bombarded with emails. If your company 
is sending individual reminders for each invoice (and some 
customers will have a number of outstanding invoices at any time), 
the sheer volume grates on the recipient and taxes your staff’s time, 
too.

3. Less (sent) is more (read) 
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At ezyCollect, our philosophy is less is more. Be consistent, be 
persistent,  but not overbearing.

To lower communication volume, you can follow a simple technique 
we use at ezyCollect: each time  a reminder is due, consolidate all 
overdue invoices at the time into a single communication, listing 
every invoice and total outstanding. Not only are you making it easy 
for your customer to understand their total debt, you avoid annoying 
them. Go one step further and add a ‘Pay Now’ button so customers 
can click and pay online. When you go the extra mile to make your 
customer’s day easier, they soon learn that your email reminders 
are worth opening because they actually help them to get their job 
done.

ISPs use metrics such a open and click-through rates to determine 
if an email sender address should be marked as spam. Essentially, 
sending high quality communications with valuable content will 
increase open rates and deliverability.

Start by writing a simple subject line that accurately describes the 
purpose of the email. Consider placing a first name in the subject 
line. As a rule, don’t write deceptive subject lines and avoid emails 
that are heavy on graphics and light on text.

Avoid subject lines with:

4. Optimise subject lines and copy

• ALL CAPS
• symbols like @!$%
• no-reply sender names e.g. noreply@yourcompany.com
• A question mark and an exclamation point. Why not? Web 

servers don’t like it!
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Be sure to use an email delivery service that notifies you of delivery 
issues - many don’t. For example, when using ezyCollect, if there 
is an issue with any email being delivered, you will be notified by 
email of the cause, allowing you to fix the problem then and there. 
Typically, an email will bounce due to one of two reasons:

Hard bounce: If an email hard bounces due to a persistent delivery 
failure, it could be due a non existent mailbox server. Amazon SES 
will not attempt to resend hard bounces, except in the case of 
DNS lookup failures. If a hard bounce occurs within ezyCollect, the 
system notifies you via email.

To remedy this, ensure all contact details are correct in your 
accounting system and at least once a year, do a full contact detail 
audit, updating any new or changed email addresses.

Soft bounce: A soft bounce indicates a temporary delivery failure, 
most likely due to the mailbox being full, the connection with the 
server timing out or a bottleneck due to the quantity of servers 
attempting to connect, known as throttling. A service like Amazon 
SES will attempt to re-send soft bounces for a period of time. If the 
error persists, the server will flag this email as non-deliverable.

To avoid throttling and server time-outs, try altering the 
communication time. For a high open rate, research has suggested 
10 a.m. is the optimal time, although your best delivery time will 
be dependent on the demographics of your customer base. To 
optimise your communication time, ezyCollect allows you to alter 
the time of reminders being sent out, so that you can test what 
works best for your customer base.

Now that your email has been opened, you will want your customer 
to ‘click through’ on any clickable links e.g. invoice attachments 
as PDFs, ‘Pay Now’ button etc. At ezyCollect, we recommend 
users customise our reminder templates with their own language 
so the tone lands well with their customers. Your reminders 
should encourage people to engage with you about their payment 
intentions, so provide all the necessary information and invite a 
conversation.

5. Fix bounce issues
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Get paid faster 
by changing 
your relationship 
with debtors: 
a relationship 
expert tells
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Google ‘how to get paid faster’ and 
you’ll find list after list of tips and tricks 
to improve your collections process. 
While a disciplined process matters 
(you’re lost without it), seasoned 
receivables management specialist, 
Amanda Lee, also applies her studies 
in human behaviour, psychology, body 

language and Neuro Linguistic Programming to successfully collect 
overdue accounts for her clients. She leads with one core belief: 
people matter. “‘We focus on people, and money is the result,” says 
Amanda.

Amanda founded The Retriever to help businesses turn difficult 
payers into highly profitable clients who pay on time. But she 
doesn’t just work with debtors. Much of her time is spent working 
with business owners who have allowed late payments to persist. 
“If a business owner inherently believes they are somehow ‘bad’ for 
asking for payment, I guarantee their ledger will be very overdue.”

It’s the micro and small business owners who are most affected, 
says Amanda. “They are convinced they have a friendship with their 
customers, and their customers will eventually pay.” 
Amanda concentrates on changing the relationship business 
owners have with their customers—moving from being submissive 
to creating a respectful relationship that values each party as 
partners in their respective businesses. “The main thing I change is 
how a business communicates with its debtors,” says Amanda.

“We re-educate debtors about how their supplier expects to be paid.”

Amanda advises business owners to concentrate their efforts on 
where they are most helpful in the business—that’s usually at the 
helm or bringing in the sales. Then they need to stay distant from 
the collections process. “They might hire someone to follow-up 
overdue accounts, but inadvertently thwart the process because 
they’re telling long-term customers it’s okay if they haven’t paid on 
time.” Amanda warns that’s when the collections process breaks 
down, because debtors learn they don’t need to take payment 
reminders seriously.

Business owners should be distant from collections
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While it’s the easy option to tack on collection calls to a team 
member’s duties, if they don’t have the right skills, they won’t be 
effective, says Amanda. “The right person to collect money has 
excellent communication and negotiation skills and is intent on 
creating a win-win solution for everyone.”

Even if you’re not hiring a collections person, it’s possible for your 
automated reminders to communicate effectively for you. The right 
message and tone in an email reminder can create the perfect 
platform for your customer to respond with valuable (even personal)  
information about their payment intentions. Start communicating 
within a few days of a payment becoming overdue, and always 
with the intention of respecting your own cash flow while trying to 
understand your customer’s business also.

Try: ‘I haven’t seen your payment come through as expected. Please 
contact me to discuss the matter if further extension of credit is 
required. I look forward to hearing from you today.’

If you expect customers to respect your business enough to pay on 
time, business owners must lead by example. That starts before 
the first invoice with credit only being issued after customers have 
passed a necessary credit application process. “It communicates 
to customers that you respect your cash flow and manage it 
responsibly,” says Amanda. Payment terms and conditions should 
be clearly stated on contracts and invoices, and reminders should 
always politely affirm that your offer of credit is contingent on the 
payment terms being respected. If that’s not possible at times, keep 
communicating with your debtors.

Human-to-human relationships can feel like a dying art in the age 
of technology, “but it’s the only advantage a business has,” says 
Amanda. Amanda is a fan of a personal opening that gives the 
customer a good feeling as soon as they start reading your email. 
“Avoid an email to ‘Dear Accounts’...it doesn’t land well with the 
person reading it”, advises Amanda. Try the following as a simple 
yet effective opening:

Communicate for a win-win for everyone

Build the respect for your business

Personalise but avoid getting personal
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‘Hi <firstname>,
I hope your day is going well.’

Also, your debtor can feel attacked or intimidated if your message 
focuses on their behaviour. Instead, focus on your experience, 
advises Amanda.

Instead of: ‘You’ve been avoiding payments for two months and 
we’re cutting your supply...’

try...

‘I haven’t been successful in reaching you by phone this week. I look 
forward to speaking with you today so we can discuss payment 
of your overdue invoices and make arrangements if necessary. I 
want to understand any difficulties you may be having to ensure 
continued supply, as I’ve enjoyed working with you in the past. I look 
forward to hearing from you.’

The latter message indicates you have been trying to communicate, 
sets your expectation of what should happen next, offers 
understanding, and reminds your customer of the value of your 
relationship.

If you’ve ended up with very aged receivables, it’s time to front 
up and admit to your customers that your credit control needs to 
change, says Amanda. Authentically communicate with them and 
seek their help to make your business better. Acknowledge that your 
business hasn’t managed its credit control well, and express that 
you want to move forward in a way that’s going to be better for you 
and your customers. Invite your customers to give you feedback 
on why it’s been difficult to pay you and commit to considering and 
actioning your customers’ feedback. Then, ask your customers if 
you can get back to them with updates on the improvements you’ve 
made to your systems.

“When you authentically invite your customers to contribute to your 
business, they feel valued and connected to you. That’s how you 
build loyalty,” advises Amanda.

Admit your mistakes and ask your customers for their help
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How online 
payments support 
NZ’s Now Economy
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New Zealand’s appetite for digital connection is growing. According 
to We Are Social and Hootsuite’s 2019 Global Digital suite of 
reports, 88 per cent of New Zealand is on the internet. That’s no 
surprise, with more mobile subscriptions than there are people.

In 2019, Payments NZ reported on developments in the global 
payments landscape, finding that “The on-demand expectations 
of customers is no longer solely about the purchase and delivery 
of products and services. These expectations have permeated 
throughout all touchpoints of customers’ experiences with brands, 
in particular customer service.”

The now economy is here and growing, concludes Payments NZ. 
Consumer need reinforces the importance of being able to make 
payments at any time, from anywhere and across borders.

What does this mean for B2B payments?

Chris Urry, 
CEO and co-founder, IntegraPay

Businesses need to get on board with online payments or risk 
missing out on revenue, says Chris Urry, CEO and co-founder of 
specialist payments provider, IntegraPay.

“We have an internet-saturated 
population seeking faster online 
interactions. That includes 
businesses that want to deal with 
their orders and bills efficiently by 
paying online,” says Urry.

Across the ditch, 87 percent of 
Australian companies are conducting 
financial activities online (online 
banking, invoicing and making 
payments).

“Businesses that don’t accept money online are potentially failing 
to meet their customers’ needs, and are making it harder for 
customers to pay their bills,” says Urry.

Commercial Bureau, illion, reports that New Zealand’s declining late 
payments trend is due in part to technological change in payments 
processes, with businesses ditching writing cheques in favour of 
more streamlined methods.
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How do online payments work?
As cardholders, we know that we can complete an online 
transaction in seconds. But what’s going on behind the screen? Let’s 
look at the example of using a credit card to pay an invoice online:

Step 1. The cardholder enters details into a merchant’s (the 
vendor’s) payment page.

Step 2. The merchant receives encrypted card data and sends the 
card data securely to its payment gateway, which then passes the 
card data to the merchant’s bank processor via a secure connection.

Step 3. The merchant’s bank processor submits the transaction 
to the appropriate credit card network. Credit card networks are 
financial entities (e.g. Visa, American Express) that communicate 
and manage the processing, clearing, and settlement of credit card 
transactions.

Step 4. The credit card network routes the transaction to the 
customer’s credit card issuing bank (such as CBA, NAB, Westpac, 
ANZ). The issuing bank approves or declines the transaction based 
on the customer’s available funds.

Step 5. If approved, the customer’s credit card issuing bank sends 
the funds to the credit card network, which passes the funds to the 
merchant’s bank, which then deposits the funds into the merchant’s 
bank account.

The final settlement process, when the funds are deposited into 
the merchant’s bank account, takes between one and two days, 
depending on when the credit card was processed.
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The benefits of online payments
A key principle of best practice collections is to make it easy for 
customers to pay you. According to IntegraPay’s State of Pay Report 
(2017), streamlining the payments experience benefits customers 
and also delivers time and cost savings to businesses:

Online payments are processed in seconds via a series of entities

• When businesses use an automated payments solution 
there is a 30 percent reduction in time spent chasing and 
administering payments. (Before using automated payments, 
32.9 percent of responders were spending eight hours per 
week chasing and collecting payments.)
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• Time and cost savings for small businesses automating 
payments equals, on average, $15,000 annually.

• 87 percent of small businesses offering direct debits spent 
less than two hours per week chasing payments.

“Thanks to security features such as card number encryption and 
fraud protection, businesses and their customers can transact 
online with a high degree of confidence,” says Urry.

“Having a payment gateway accessible via your website, invoices 
and payment reminders creates an immediate opportunity for 
customers to pay you,” says Urry.

Launching a successful payments solution works for your business 
and your customers. You increase collections efficiency and 
importantly, you answer your customers’ needs for greater speed, 
ease and convenience in payments.
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The anatomy of 
a debt collection 
letter
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Before you send a debt collection letter

The right time to send a debt collection letter

A debt collection letter, also known as a letter of demand, or a 
dunning letter, notifies a customer in writing that they are overdue 
in paying an account, and stipulates the sender’s expectation of 
payment. A debt collection letter usually follows a series of failed 
attempts by the supplier to contact their customer with reminders 
to pay. Considered a more formal follow-up, the debt collection 
letter is typically sent on the supplier’s letterhead or on a third party 
letterhead (e.g. from a debt collection agency).

Before sending a debt collection letter, make the effort to find out 
the root cause of non-payment. Phone your customer and work 
on resolving any disputed invoices. Send payment reminders with 
copies of the overdue invoices and give your customer reasonable 
time to respond. At this stage, you might agree on a payment plan 
if your customer is experiencing cash flow problems. Your internal 
efforts should follow a disciplined and systematic approach with 
the aim of making a collection as soon as possible.

As an invoice ages, the cash becomes harder to recover, and the 
probability of making a collection decreases. “The right time to send 
a debt collection letter is when your other internal efforts to recover 
the debt have been unsuccessful,” says Eddie. Once you’ve tried 
to reach your debtor with email or sms reminders and phone calls, 
without success, sending a debt collection letter is a sensible next 
step.
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In ezyCollect’s experience, businesses used to reach the 90-
day mark before sending a debt collection letter, but the trend is 
changing. It’s more common that businesses want to send a debt 
collection letter within 60 days, as they understand the intention is 
to get paid as quickly as possible.

Still, some businesses sit on overdue debts for far too long. Yet, 
when they realise how simple and effective it is to send a demand 
letter, they wish they had done it sooner.

As days overdue lengthen, it can be harder to recover the debt, even 
for the professionals. Your debtor’s financial situation can change 
over time, they might cease trading, and their contact details can 
change.

It’s harder to make a collection as invoices age
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Key features of an effective debt collection letter
Letterhead
Lay out your debt collection letter on your letterhead or if you have 
engaged a debt collection or legal firm, they will send the letter 
on their letterhead. A letterhead contains relevant contact details, 
including an address and phone number for the business seeking 
the collection.

Date
It’s important your letter is dated as evidence of when you tried to 
contact your debtor.

Debtor’s correct address
Make efforts to find the current listed business address for your 
debtor. Debt collection firms use a number of data sources to locate 
debtors.

Title
After your polite salutation, make it clear this is a letter of demand 
by stating ‘Letter of Demand from <your business name>’.

Details of the debt
Clearly state the details of the debt owing:
• total amount owing

• invoice number/s,

• due date

• the goods or services provided

• any late penalties that have accrued (if documented in your 
customer’s signed contract)

• the name of the person who signed the order with your 
business.
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For your debtor’s reference, you can attach copies of invoices and 
your signed contract that includes payment terms and conditions.

Details of attempts to contact debtor
Remind your debtor of your previous attempts to contact them 
about the debt. You can refer to the dates you sent emails or left a 
phone message.

State your expectation of payment
State your expectation of payment within your desired time period. 
For example, ‘Please be advised that I demand payment in full for 
the amount of <insert amount> within seven days of the date of this 
letter.’

Include payment methods
Advise your debtor of your accepted payment methods e.g. bank 
account for deposits, details to send a cheque, or include a link to 
your online payment gateway.

Consequences
Honestly advise your debtor of your next intended action if they 
don’t complete the payment. As a creditor, you are not allowed 
to misrepresent action that you do not intend to take i.e. do not 
suggest legal action will follow if this is not your intention. However, 
you can ‘reserve the right to take legal action without further notice 
to you.’

Closing
After a polite closing, e.g. ‘Yours sincerely,’  include your signature, 
name and title in your sign-off.

Write your letter succinctly, keep a copy of it, and send it via 
registered mail so you get proof of delivery.

And being firm but reasonable in tone is important, too. Understand 
that your debt collection letter is an opportunity to save the 
customer relationship and resolve the issue in a positive way. A 
great outcome of your letter would be to work out a payments 
solution that maps a way forward for your company and your 
customer.
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What to say on a 
collection call so 
you get paid faster
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But first, a note on call courtesy

Key communication skills in collections

When your customers fail to pay their invoices, it can stifle your 
cash flow, creating a domino effect down your own supply chain. 
The collection call is a necessary step in your chasing payment 
workflow—but it can be hard to know what to say and how to say it. 
After all, you want to build a good relationship with customers and 
get paid. Effective communication serves both purposes. These call 
scripts (you can modify them for email and SMS reminders) can 
help you to handle common reasons for late payments.

Always endeavour to speak with the right person in the business i.e. 
the person who can take action to pay your invoices. This might be 
the business owner, the financial controllers or an accounts payable 
staff member. Introduce yourself by name and the company you 
are calling from. If you are leaving a message with someone in the 
business who has no function in accounts, don’t disclose that the 
call is about unpaid invoices. Simply request a call back by the end 
of the day.

While you may not be formally trained in positive collection 
techniques, your core skills in listening, empathy and negotiation 
will help you to have constructive conversations with your overdue 
debtors.

Listening 
To deeply listen, learn to be comfortable with silence. This allows 
you to pay attention to what’s said and what’s not said. Be mindful 
of your customer’s tone and language. You may pick up on 
frustration, embarrassment, evasion, remorse etc. Listening with the 
intention to understand is a lot more powerful than simply listening 
to reply.

Empathy
To deeply listen, learn to be comfortable with silence. This allows 
you to pay attention to what’s said and what’s not said. Be mindful 
of your customer’s tone and language. You may pick up on 
frustration, embarrassment, evasion, remorse etc. Listening with the 
intention to understand is a lot more powerful than simply listening 
to reply.
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Negotiation
A good negotiator can express their position and reasoning clearly, 
seek a variety of solutions to the problem, collaborate not dominate, 
persuade not manipulate, act decisively, and reliably follow-through.

Intention
Remember that your phone call to debtors is probably just one 
step in a workflow of reminders you enact to get paid. (Data from 
ezyCollect shows that 52.9% of debtors pay after three or more 
reminders.) The intention of your phone call will depend on where 
you are in your workflow (first reminder, second reminder, third 
reminder, etc). In the following scripts, the intentions of the phone 
call are to:

Other intentions of your phone call may be to inform your debtor 
that you are engaging a debt collector, or to advise your customer 
that you are placing their account on credit hold.
Here are some common excuses for late payments and how you 
can handle them:

1.  resolve disputes
2.  remove hurdles to payment
3.  accept payment immediately over the phone
4.  establish the date when you can expect to be paid

I forgot to pay
Customer: I got busy and forgot to pay.

You: Thank you, I knew you’d be able to give me a reason. I’m glad I 
called. I understand how busy you can get. Now that I have you on 
the line, do you think you’ll find time to complete the payment today?

Customer: Yes, today. If not today, then tomorrow.

You:  I appreciate your prompt attention to this. I can take your 
credit card payment while I have you on the phone?

Customer: I’m busy right now. I’ll do it later today.

You: I’ll make a note in our system that we spoke about payment 
being received tomorrow at the latest. Please let me know if you 
need anything more from me. Thank you and have a great day.
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The invoice has mistakes (the customer is correct)

The invoice has mistakes (the customer is incorrect)

Customer: I haven’t paid because you’ve invoiced me incorrectly.

You: I’m sorry, I wasn’t aware there was a problem with the invoice. 
Can you tell me more?

Customer: (Explaining the problem.)

You: Thank you for explaining that to me. Let me check I have 
understood that correctly (repeat your understanding). 

I’m sorry, I can see that we’ve made a mistake. I’ll issue you a new 
invoice straight away. Please don’t hesitate to let me know of any 
errors or omissions in the future. 

You’ll note the revised due date on your invoice is (date).

Thank you for your help today. 

Customer: I haven’t paid because you’ve invoiced me incorrectly.

You: I’m sorry, I wasn’t aware there was a problem with the invoice. 
Can you tell me more?

Customer: (Explaining the problem.)

You: Thank you for explaining that to me. Let me check I have 
understood that correctly (repeat your understanding). I’m looking 
at your invoice now and the charge you are querying is for (insert 
reason). We charge that when (explain reasons). That charge has 
been agreed to in our contract, that’s why you can see it on this 
invoice. Do you have any questions about the contract?

Customer: I never saw that on the contract.

You: I’ll email you a copy of the signed contract now. If you have 
any questions please call me back on this number. Otherwise, can I 
please get an estimated payment date from you?

Customer: It will be paid by the end of the month.
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You: By the end of the month you will be incurring late payment fees, 
also agreed to in our contract. If you pay by the end of this week, the 
late payment fees won’t be applied.

Customer: Okay, I’ll pay by the end of this week.

You: Thank you for letting me know. I’ll make a note in our system to 
expect payment by end of this week. Please review the contract and 
if you need to speak with our sales representative, just give (name) 
a call. Thank you for your time and have a great day.

I never received your invoice
Customer: I haven’t paid because I haven’t seen your invoice.

You: I’m glad you told me. Can I please verify the email address I 
should send the invoice to?

Customer: (Gives the email address you have on record.)
You: That is the email address I sent the invoice to last month. Can 
you please check your junk folder to make sure our invoices aren’t 
getting blocked? I’ll issue the invoice again while I have you on the 
line. Did it come through?

Customer: Yes, I see it.

You: Great. Because of our communication issue, can we agree to a 
new due date next week?

Customer: Yes, I’ll pay that next Thursday.

You: Thank you, I appreciate it. I’ll make a note in our system and 
follow-up next week if I haven’t seen the payment come through. 
Have a great day.

(NB: With ezyCollect, you can track when a debtor has opened your 
reminder email).
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I’ll pay soon

I’m out of the office

Customer: I don’t have the money this week. I’ll pay soon.

You: I’m sorry to hear that. How’s business going?

Customer: (Explains reasons for cash flow gap.)

You: Thank you for sharing that with me, I appreciate your honesty. It 
sounds like cash flow is tight. That’s tough to manage, we’re always 
trying to manage our cash flow, too. I’d love to keep you on as 
customer; we’ve worked well together in the past. I think a payment 
arrangement would help us both. What do you think?

Customer: What does that mean?

You: It means we agree on part payments until the invoice is paid in 
full. That way we can both manage our cash flow better.

Customer: OK, let’s do that.

You: (Suggest your payment plan.) Thank you for committing to 
make those payments. I’m glad we could sort that out together. 
Have a great day.

(NB: In ezyCollect your customers can apply for finance so you get 
paid in full and they enter a repayments schedule.)

Customer: I’m not at my desk. I’ll pay when I’m back in the office.

You: You sound busy. Did you notice the Pay Now* button on our 
invoice? If you click that you can pay via your mobile phone at any 
time.

Customer: Okay.

You: With that in mind, can you please give me an indication when 
you can complete the payment? I’ll keep an eye out for it.
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I already paid the invoice
Customer: Why are you calling me? I already paid the invoice.

You: Thanks for taking my phone call. We haven’t received the 
payment yet. Can you please help me by letting me know how you 
settled the bill and when? Was it online? Cheque?

Customer: (Gives details of payment.)

You: Thank you for the information. I can investigate that today. 
I’ll give you another call if there appears to be a problem with the 
payment getting through. Thank you for your time today.

Done with care and consideration, your phone calls to customers 
can reinforce your expectation of getting paid promptly and reveal 
important information about your customers’ payment intentions. 
Log your call notes and share with your team so that you have a 
complete history of communications if you need to continue the 
conversation later.

Customer: I’ll pay today.

You: Thank you, I really appreciate that. I’ll make a note in our 
system that we spoke.  And please send in your feedback about 
out online payments system. We implemented it to make payments 
easier for customers like you who don’t get a lot of desk time.  I’d 
love to know how it works for you. Thanks and have a great day.

(NB: With ezyCollect’s online payments solution, you can add Pay 
Now buttons on your invoices and reminders so customers can click 
and pay online anytime, from anywhere.)
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Conclusion
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The Little Book of AR shares some tried-and-tested best practices 
for collection effectiveness. 

Your toolkit for accounts receivable management should include 
a disciplined workflow for the invoice-to-payment process, skilled 
staff, reminder communications, a comprehensive debtor database, 
convenient payment methods, and complementary third-party 
services. 

Cash flow-critical businesses such as  wholesalers, distributors and 
manufacturers rely on prompt payments to keep the engine running. 
Getting paid on time isn’t a ‘nice-to-have’. It’s a must.
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About ezyCollect
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ezyCollect is purpose-built software to streamline and shorten the 
entire invoice-to-payment cycle so that businesses get paid faster 
and more predictably.

ezyCollect is designed to save time for accounts teams by tracking 
open invoices, automating routine communications to debtors, and 
collecting online payments. Additionally, it gives your customers 
a convenient payments experience by presenting their total debt, 
politely reminding them to pay, and offering self-service online 
checkout with the option to finance their debt. ezyCollect helps you 
remove the guesswork from credit control by presenting customer 
credit risk ratings straight to your dashboard, and identifying high 
risk accounts for priority attention. What’s more, in-app options like 
demand letters, credit monitoring and debt collection services give 
you easy access to complementary credit control tools.

For one complete platform to improve accounts receivable revenue 
and productivity visit
www.ezycollect.com.au


